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Challenge #1: Set the Table

Print the pictures of the plate, napkin, glass, knife, fork and spoon on cardstock, cut
apart and place in the food storage box or Ziploc bag along with the instruction card
on page 5.
If you set your table correctly the code to unlock the next challenge box will be the
numbers corresponding to the pieces directly to the left of the plate and the pieces
directly to the right of the plate in that order. Code: 1625
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Challenge #2: How Do I Eat This? Fingers, Fork or Spoon?--Key
Identify the correct way to eat the following foods.
A= Fingers

B=Fork

C= Spoon

D=Knife

__A___Bacon
__A___Cookie
__A___Corn on the Cob
__B___Eggs
__A___French Fries
__A___Grapes
__C___Ice Cream
__B___Mashed Potatoes
__B___Meat
__B___Pasta
__B___Pie
__A___Pizza
__C___Pudding
__B___Salad
__A___Sandwiches
__C___Soup
__A___Tacos
__A___Toast
__C___Vegetables (cooked)
__C___Yogurt
The code to unlock the next box corresponds with the number of answers for each of
the following categories in the following order: fingers, fork, spoon and knife. Code:
9650

Challenge #3: Unscramble the Top 10 Manner Rules in Order to Complete the
TRUE/FALSE Questions
Top 10 Manner Rules Unscrambled Key
 Chew with your mouth closed
 Avoid slurping (drink soup from the side of the spoon)
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Don’t use your fork, spoon and/or knife like a shovel
Don’t pick your teeth at the table
Use your napkin, placing it on your lap during the meal
Wait till chewing is finished to take a drink or talk
Cut one piece of food at a time
Butter each piece of bread
Posture! (No slouching or elbows on the table)
Use your verbal manners! Say excuse me, please pass, and thank you
Talk about meal appropriate topics

TRUE/FALSE: Key
____F__1. Keep your napkin on the table during the meal.
____T__2. Say “thank you” each time you are served.
____F__3. I can chew and talk simultaneously with my family in a restaurant.
____T__4. I can remove food from my teeth with floss in the bathroom.
____F__5. Cut all your food at once to save time.
____T__6. Sit up straight, keeping elbows off the table.
____F__7. Talk about the roadkill you saw today while eating your meal.
____F__8. Drink your soup from the bowl.
____T__9. Take a drink once you’ve swallowed your food.
____F_10. Aggressively or forcefully scoop your food onto your utensils.
The code to unlock the final challenge = the numbers associated with the TRUE
answers in that order. Code: 2469

Challenge #4: Don’t Forget the Tip (Key)
Calculate the tips for the following restaurant amounts.
Your bill is $95.62 and you want to leave a 20% tip. How much will that be?
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 $19.12
Your bill is $30.00 and you plan to leave a 15% tip. How much will you leave?
 $4.50
Your bill is $57.99 and you plan to leave a 19% tip. How much will that be?
 $11.02
Your bill is $15.97 and you plan to leave a 20% tip. How much will your total amount
be?
 $3.19
You plan to split the cost of a meal with a friend. The meal cost $21.35 and you plan
to leave a 15% tip. What is the total amount for your half of the meal and gratuity?
 $12.28
The first group to have the correct tips for all three problems will receive the key to
open the final box.

Box Contents
Storage Box or Ziploc Bag: Cardstock pictures of plate, napkin, fork, knife, spoon
and glass along with one copy of the instruction sheet from page 6.
Breakout Box #1: One copy of Challenge #2 (page 7) per group along with pencils.
Breakout Box #2: One copy of Challenge #3 (page 8) per group along with pencils
and a notepad or scratch paper.
Breakout Box #3: One copy of Challenge #4 (page 9) per group along with pencils
and notepad or scratch paper. Optional: Calculators
Final Breakout Box: Positive Winner Posters/Messages & Prize
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Challenge #1: Set the Table
Set your table correctly, using the provided pictures: plate, napkin, glass, knife, fork and
spoon.
If you set your table correctly the code to unlock the next challenge box will be the
numbers corresponding to the pieces directly to the left of the plate and the pieces
directly to the right of the plate in that order.
Good Luck!!
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Challenge #2: How Do I Eat This? Fingers, Fork, Spoon or Knife?

Identify the correct way to eat the following foods.
A= Fingers

B=Fork

C= Spoon

D=Knife

______Bacon
______Cookie
______Corn on the Cob
______Eggs
______French Fries
______Grapes
______Ice Cream
______Mashed Potatoes
______Meat
______Pasta
______Pie
______Pizza
______Pudding
______Salad
______Sandwiches
______Soup
______Tacos
______Toast
______Vegetables (cooked)
______Yogurt
The code to unlock the next box corresponds with the number of answers for each of
the following categories in the following order: fingers, fork, spoon and knife.
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Challenge #3: Mixed Up Manners
Unscramble the Top 10 Manner Rules in order to complete the TRUE/FALSE questions.

 Chew with your utomh closed. ____________
 Avoid psirlgun (drink soup from the side of the spoon)._______________
 Don’t use your fork, spoon and/or knife like a hosvle. _______________
 Don’t pick your hetet at the table. _________
 Use your kipnan, placing it on your lap during the meal. ______________
 Wait till ngewich is finished to take a drink or talk. _______________
 Cut one piece of ofdo at a time. _________
 Butter each piece of rbeda. __________
 Ptosuer! (No slouching or elbows on the table). ___________
 Use your verbal manners! Say cxesue me, lepsae pass, and tnahk you.
__________ __________ __________
 Talk about meal appropriate scipot. ___________

TRUE/FALSE
______1. Keep your napkin on the table during the meal.
______2. Say “thank you” each time you are served.
______3. I can chew and talk simultaneously with my family in a restaurant.
______4. I can remove food from my teeth with floss in the bathroom.
______5. Cut all your food at once to save time.
______6. Sit up straight, keeping elbows off the table.
______7. Talk about the roadkill you saw today while eating your meal.
______8. Drink your soup from the bowl.
______9. Take a drink once you’ve swallowed your food.
______10. Aggressively or forcefully scoop your food onto your utensils.
The code to unlock the final challenge = the numbers associated with the TRUE
answers in that order.
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Challenge #4: Don’t Forget the Tip
Calculate the tips for the following restaurant amounts.
Your bill is $95.62 and you want to leave a 20% tip. How much will that tip be?
 ______________________
Your bill is $30.00 and you plan to leave a 15% tip. How much will you leave?
 ______________________
Your bill is $57.99 and you plan to leave a 19% tip. How much will that tip be?
 ______________________
Your bill is $15.97 and you plan to leave a 20% tip. How much will your total amount
be?
 ______________________
You plan to split the cost of a meal with a friend. The meal cost $21.35 and you plan
to leave a 15% tip. What is the total amount for your half of the meal and gratuity?
 ______________________

The first group to have the correct tips for all three problems will receive the key to
open the final box.
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